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ABOUT US Combining design innovation with 
aesthetic, Esthetica is a reputed 
manufacturer of spa furniture in 
India. Our products are crafted 
by the finest hands and meet 
international quality standards. 
We deliver a diverse product range 
using modern wood working 
machines, on time, every time :  CNC 
Turning Lathe, High Speed Double Side 
Wood Planner, Kiln Drying Booth, Tenon 

& Mortise Machine, Laser Assist Rip Saw, 
Panel Saws, Down Draft Paint Booth for 
wood coatings, in house upholstery & 
fabrication department - you name it, we 
do it. 

Our product range includes a wide range 
of Electric Spa Massage Tables, Ayurveda 
Massage Tables, Thai Massage Beds, Solid 
Wood Stationary Massage Beds, Portable 
Massage Tables, Pedicure Spa Chairs, 

Spa Carts, Indoor & Outdoor Relaxation 
Loungers, Foot Reflexology Chairs & Sofa, 
Foot Wash Bowls, Salon Furniture and lot of 
other spa equipment & accessories.            

We are loved around the globe and our 
products are used by leading Spas and 
Hospitality brands worldwide. We have 
Distributors in various countries around 
the globe. 

Visit: www.spafurniture.in



Electric Spa 
Beds
Image Courtesy: Vana Retreats,
Dehradun 



MAHARAJA ELECTRIC 
SPA TABLE

Maharaja Electric Spa Table is multifunctional 
spa massage table with 4 Motors for electric 
height, backrest and leg rest adjustment. 
Crafted in solid wood frame structure, natural 
wood veneers and tenon & mortise joinery. 

It is one of our premium spa massage table that comes 
with lot of complimentary accessories which include 
detachable armrests which are easy to remove & 
put pack during treatments, head pillow for beauty 
treatments & face cradle for massage treatments. 

There is plenty of storage space underneath and the 
access to storage can be reached out from both sides 
of the table. Sliding shutters help in space utilization 
as you don’t need any opening space. Rounded 
corner massage top design for ease of mobility 
during treatment and multilayer foam cushioning for 
desired comfort and soft to touch fire retardant grade 
leatherette. We use Italian PU or Aqua Base Coatings 
and offer a  lot of wood stain options to choose from.

L 182 x W 73 x H 71-88 cmVisit: www.spafurniture.in





MUDRA ELECTRIC
SPA TABLE

Mudra Electric Spa Table is multifunctional 
spa massage table having 4 Motors for electric 
height, backrest and leg rest adjustment. 
Crafted in solid wood frame structure and 
matching natural wood veneer, tenon & 
mortise joinery for strength and stability. 

Modern in design, this massage treatment table comes 
with multiple storage drawers on both sides of the 
table, dedicated storage space to keep a hot towel 
cabinet, pneumatically adjusted stainless steel armrests 

for guest to easily rest his/her arms during massage 
treatment.

There is a face hole cutting and face hole plug inside 
the mattress. Rounded corner massage top for ease 
of therapist’s mobility during treatment, multilayer 
foam cushioning for desired comfort and soft to touch 
fire retardant grade leatherette has been used in this 
professional spa massage treatment table. We use 
Italian PU or Aqua Base Coatings and offer a lot of wood 
stain options to choose from. 

L 193 x W 78 X H 68.5 cm (Adjustable)Visit: www.spafurniture.in





MANAK ELECTRIC
SPA BED

Manak Electric Spa Bed has simple straight-
line geometry that makes it look very neat & 
elegant spa massage table. This professional 
electric spa treatment table comes fitted with 4 
Motors for electric height, backrest and leg rest 
adjustments. 

The backrest and leg rest raise mechanism are strongly 
crafted with mild steel components and frame structure. 
There is a foot pedestal for open storage space 
underneath the table. Specially crafted design allows the 

therapist to put knees underneath the table and work 
very close to the face of the client during facial massage 
or facial treatments.  There is a face hole cutting and face 
hole plug inside the mattress. 

We used molded polyurethane mattress for cushioning, 
soft to touch fire retardant grade leatherette, Italian PU 
or Aqua Base Coatings. Esthetica offers a wide range of 
natural wood veneer selection for this massage table.

L 208 x W 78 x H 66 cm ( Adjustable )Visit: www.spafurniture.in





ISA ELECTRIC 
SPA BED

ISA Electric Spa Bed has electric height 
adjustment; however, the backrest and leg rest 
adjustments are done manually. We have used 
dual synchronous lifting columns for superior 
balance & stability. 

The backrest and leg rest raise mechanism are strongly built 
with mild steel components. Like our other premium spa 
massage tables, this massage table is also crafted in solid 
wood frame structure and matching natural wood veneer. 

We supply a complimentary adjustable & detachable face 
cradle with this table. Rounded corner massage top for 
ease of therapist’s mobility during treatment, multilayer 
foam cushioning for desired comfort and soft to touch 
fire retardant grade leatherette has been used in this 
professional spa massage treatment table. 

We use Italian PU or Aqua Base Coatings and offer a lot of 
wood stain options to choose from.

L 190 x W 81 x H 71 cmVisit: www.spafurniture.in





MUDIT ELECTRIC 
SPA TABLE

Mudit Electric Spa Table is fully electric, 
motorized spa massage table with 4 Motors for 
electric height, backrest and leg rest adjustment. 

The unique selling point of this professional massage table 
is its low height as compared to other electric massage 
tables. We have used solid wood frame structure along 
with matching natural wood veneer, tenon & mortise 
joinery supported by metal frame structure. Modern in 
design, this massage treatment table comes with storage 
drawers at the bottom which can be accessed from both 

sides of the table. There is a face hole cutting and face 
hole plug inside the mattress. Rounded corner massage 
top for ease of therapist’s mobility during treatment, 
multilayer foam cushioning for desired comfort and soft 
to touch fire retardant grade leatherette has been used in 
this massage treatment table. 

We use Italian PU or Aqua Base Coatings as per client’s 
choice. Esthetica offers a wide range of natural wood 
veneer selection for this massage table. 

L 208 x W 78 x H 66 cm ( Adjustable )Visit: www.spafurniture.in





RAMAN ELECTRIC
SPA TABLE

Raman Electric Spa Table has electrically 
controlled synchronous backrest and leg rest 
adjustment. The height in this massage table is 
fixed and cannot be adjusted.

It is crafted in solid wood frame structure and matching 
natural wood veneer. Raman comes fitted with 
pneumatically adjusted stainless steel armrests for guest 
to easily rest his/her arms during massage treatment.
There is plenty of storage space underneath and the 
access to storage can be reached out from both sides of 

the table. Sliding shutters help in space utilization as you 
don’t need any opening space. 

There is a face hole cutting and face hole plug inside 
the mattress. Rounded corner massage top for ease 
of therapist’s mobility during treatment, multilayer 
foam cushioning for desired comfort and soft to touch 
fire retardant grade leatherette has been used in this 
professional spa massage treatment table. We use Italian 
PU or Aqua Base Coatings and offer a lot of wood stain 
options to choose from. 

L 193 X W 80 H X 64 cmVisit: www.spafurniture.in





UV-C
DISINFECTION
SYSTEMS
Fight germs with the power of
UV-C Germicidal Lamps 



UV-C Disinfection 
Tower 

With the recent global pandemic of COVID-19 still 
around the corner, disinfecting your spa & salon 
with UV-C light reduces the risk of virus & bacteria 
transmission. 

UV-C Light is a proven disinfectant against harmful and 
illness causing germs. It is lethal to bacteria & virus because 
of its power to breakdown the DNA Code and RNA of these 
pathogens and triggering mutations which prevent them from 
reproducing.

Esthetica’s UV-C Disinfection Towers are fast, cost effective and 
easy to use, when you know the protocols of their usage. You 
can use them as your multipronged disinfection strategy to 
sanitize your spa, along with your conventional cleaning tools 
& method. The entire disinfection process leaves no residue so 
there is no need to remove or neutralize any harmful agent.

The area to be disinfected should be completely screened off  
as the ultraviolet rays emitted from UV-C light are harmful to 
skin & eyes. There should be no plants, humans or pet animals 
when the disinfecting is in process.

Base – 28x28 Cms
Height – 109 Cms 



Image Courtesy: Posia Luxury Resort & Spa, 
San Foca LE, ITALY.

Ayurveda & Oil
Massage Tables



AYURVEDA 
DHRONI TABLE

Ayurveda Dhroni Massage Table is 
traditional design used to perform the 
ancient ayurvedic treatment of shirodhara. 

Proper size and slopes are maintained while hand 
carving this table to allow the treatment oils flow 
down from the table. Handcrafted and hand 
carved to perfecti on by Indian carpenters from 
70mm thick wood. 

The table is decorated with brass ornamentati on 
on the handles and carving work on both the sides 
and all the four legs. 

The top portion is detachable and can be kept on 
the floor for treatments. Additional accessories 
that can be separately ordered with table includes 
a shirodhara stand and a wooden step to easily get 
on to the table.

L 272 X W 82 x H 77 cm



Visit: www.spafurniture.in



Image Courtesy: Renaissance Mumbai 
Convention Centre Hotel, Mumbai 

AYURVEDA 
DHRONI TABLE



SHIRODHARA 
MASSAGE BED

Shirodhara Massage Bed is a multipurpose spa 
massage bed suitable for both oil & dry massage. 
The top mattress is detachable and can be removed 
from the bed, as shown on the next page, for floor 
massages or stretching exercises.

Crafted from solid teak wood, using tenon & mortise joinery, 
this massage table is supplied with lot of free accessories 
which include – a wooden step stool, two bolsters, two brass 
bowls, detachable cushioned headrest for dry massages, 

thin mattress for oil massage, detachable wooden tray & 
drawer at the bottom and wooden support system to incline 
the backrest. 

You can separately order a Shirodhara Stand & Wooden 
Headrest specially crafted to perform the Shirodhara 
treatment on this bed. We use Italian PU or Aqua Base 
Coatings and offer a lot of wood stain options to choose 
from. The leatherette is fire retardant grade and with 
multiple color options. 

L 187 x W 83 x H 71 cmVisit: www.spafurniture.in





SHIRODHARA 
MASSAGE BED
Image Courtesy: Heylhi Spa, 
Fushifaru Maldives 



MULTIPURPOSE AYURVEDA
TREATMENT TABLE

Multipurpose Ayurveda Treatment Table can 
be used to perform Shirodhara Treatment, Dry 
Massages or Ayurvedic Abhyanga Oil Massage. 
It is our best-selling Ayurveda Treatment Table 
and we highly recommend it for ayurvedic set 
up.

The top mattress is detachable and can be removed 
for abhyanga massage on the table or for floor yoga 
exercise.   Crafted from solid steam beech wood, using 
tenon & mortise joinery, this massage table is supplied 

with Wooden Headrest specially crafted to perform the 
Shirodhara treatment along with standard Cushioned 
Headrest. You can separately order a Shirodhara 
Stand to perform the Shirodhara treatment on this 
bed. It comes with lot of brass ornamentation and hand 
carving which adds to the aesthetics of this massage 
table and give it traditional Indian look.

We use Italian PU or Aqua Base Coatings and offer a lot 
of wood stain options to choose from. The leatherette 
is fire retardant grade and with multiple color options. 

L 190 x W 91 x H 71 cm



Visit: www.spafurniture.in



MULTIPURPOSE AYURVEDA
TREATMENT TABLE
being used in a Ayurveda Centre 



BRASS URLI with handle

AYURVEDA 
FOOT STEP

AYURVEDA PUJA THALI SET

This wooden step is designed to get on 
the Ayurveda Table. 

We have made it with two step so that one can 
easily get on the bed. Specially for overweight 
and aged clients, it becomes easy to get on.

L 67 x W 50 x H 33 cm

DIA – 35 cm

Visit: www.spafurniture.in



Shirodhara Oil Stand is an integral part of any 
Ayurvedic set up to perform the Shirodhara 
Treatment which involves pouring of oils or 
liquids on the forehead.

Esthetica makes two variants – Modern Design Shirodhara 
Stand & Traditional Shirodhara Yantra. Both designs 
are shipped in knockdown condition ( 2 parts – top & 
bottom )  for easy shipping and can be easily assembled 

for treatment. The standard accessories supplied with 
the stand include a decorative brass ornamental pipe 
connecting the top part to the bottom. 

Shirodhara vessel in brass , fitted with oil flow control valve 
to adjust the flow of liquids during the treatment, brass 
chain set to hang the vessel on the shirodhara stand. The 
shirodhara vessel capacity is around 4 litres. 

H 182 cm and Base 15 x 15 cm

SHIRODHARA OIL STAND 
Modern Design



Image Courtesy: Posia Luxury Resort
& Spa, San Foca LE, Italy 

Ayurveda Dhroni
Table & Shirodhara
Oil Yantra



Image Courtesy: THAIco Spa, Romania



SHIRODHARA OIL
YANTRA

H 182 cm and Base 15 x 15 cmVisit: www.spafurniture.in



Stationary
Massage Beds
Image Courtesy: Heylhi Spa,
Fushifaru, MALDIVES.



BLISS HARDWOOD 
massage BED

Bliss Hardwood is solid teakwood spa 
massage table. The elegance of this 
sturdy wooden massage table lies in its 
simplicity. 

Straight line design, natural wood finish without 
any stain and thick 4’’ moulded PU cushion has 
been used on this massage table. 

The height of this massage table is manually 
adjustable. The top cushion is 75mm 40 density 

premium grade foam upholstered with high 
quality leatherette that is durable and easy to 
clean. 

The backrest can be inclined at different 
positions and the reclining mechanism is made 
from corrision resistant stainless steel and 
nylon plastic. 

A detachable solid wood headrest is supplied 
with this massage table.

L 205 x W 83 x H 76 cm ( adjustable )Visit: www.spafurniture.in



KAYA MASSAGE 
BED

Kaya Massage Bed is a premium quality 
professional spa bed with lot of storage space 
underneath. The wooden section for legs is 
4.25” thick solid wood. 

There are sliding shutters on both sides of the bed 
so that the storage can be accessed from either side 
while doing massage. Unlike openable doors, the 
shutters do not need any opening space and is more 
convenient to use. 

The top cushion is 75mm 40 density premium grade 
foam upholstered with soft touch leatherette that is 
stretchable and easy to clean. 

The backrest can be inclined at different positions 
and the reclining mechanism is made from corrision 
resistant stainless steel and nylon. There is a face hole 
cutting in the mattress.

L 198 x W 83 x H 71 cm



MAYA MASSAGE 
BED

Maya Massage Bed is a premium quality 
professional spa bed with lot of storage 
space underneath. The wooden section for 
legs is 4.25” thick solid wood. 

There are doors on both sides of the bed so that 
the storage can be accessed from either side while 
doing massage. The doors are fitted with soft close 
hydraulic hinges. 

The top cushion is 75mm 40 density premium grade 
foam upholstered with soft touch leatherett e that is 
stretchable and easy to clean. 

The backrest can be inclined at different positions 
and the reclining mechanism is made from corrision 
resistant stainless steel and nylon. There is a face 
hole cutting in the mattress and this table.

L 187 x W 83 x H 71 cmVisit: www.spafurniture.in



ANGAD MASSAGE 
BED

Angad Massage Bed is a professional spa 
bed - it has 4.25” thick wooden section 
sand has storage drawer underneath. 

This is a solidwood, durable and strong table 
meant for day spas and resort spas. The top 
cushion is 40 Density / 75 mm foam upholstered 
with soft pvc leatherette that is comfortable and 
easy to clean. 

The backrest can be inclined during facial 

treatments and the reclining mechanis is made 
from stainless steel and nylon. Both nylon and 
stainless steel are corrosion resistant material. 

There are wooden struts at the bottom for 
storing spa related equipments & accessories. 
There is face hole cutting in the top section with 
face hole plug.

L 198 x W 83 x H 71cm



UDAY MASSAGE 
BED

Uday Massage Bed is a professional 
facial cum massage table with ample 
storage facility underneath. 

There are sliding shutters that can be operated 
from either side of the bed during treatment 
and give you full storage space to store your 
towels, creams and oils for massage therapies. 

Solidwood design, waterproof shutters, 
comfortable and elegant looking massage 
table for professional use in salons and spas. 

The top cushion is 40 Density / 75 mm foam 
upholstered with soft PVC leatherette that is 
comfortable and easy to clean. 

The backrest can be inclined during facial 
treatments and the reclining mechanism is 
made from stainless steel and nylon. Both 
nylon and stainless steel are corrosion resistant 
material. There is face hole cutting in the top 
section with face hole plug.

L 190 x W 71 x H 71 cmVisit: www.spafurniture.in



MANGAL MASSAGE 
BED

Mangal Massage Bed is a professional 
facial cum massage bed for salons & 
spas. This is versatile massage table that 
is solidwood, durable and extremely 
neat looking table for professional use 
in salons and spas. 

The top cushion is 40 Density / 75 mm foam 
upholstered with soft PVC leatherette that is 
comfortable and easy to clean. 

The backrest can be inclined during facial 
treatments and the reclining mechanism is 
made from stainless steel and nylon. Both 
nylon and stainless steel are corrosion resistant 
material. 

There are wooden struts at the bottom for 
storing spa related equipments & accessories. 
There is face hole cutting in the top section with 
face hole plug.

L 190 x W 71 X 71 cm



ARINDAM MASSAGE 
BED

Arindam Massage Bed can be used for 
massage and it is also widely used in 
beauty salons as facial treatment bed 
or beauty couch that has lot of covered 
storage underneath to store day to day 
cosmetics, towels and other beauty 
equipments. 

There are sliding shutters that can be operated 
from either side of the bed during treatment and 
give you full storage space to store your towels, 
creams and oils for massage therapies. 

The main frame structure of this bed is craft 
ed from solid beech wood. Compact in size yet 

comfortable and elegant looking massage table 
for professional use in salons and spas. 

The top cushion is 40 Density / 75 mm foam 
upholstered with soft pvc leatherette that is 
comfortable and easy to clean. 

The backrest can be inclined during facial 
treatments and the reclining mechanism is made 
from stainless steel and nylon. Both nylon and 
stainless steel are corrosion resistant material. 

This massage table is supplied with external face 
cradle that can be adjusted at different positions 
as per client’s comfort. Arindam massage tables 
comes with detachable armrests.

L 182 x W 76 x H 61 cmVisit: www.spafurniture.in



TRIPTI MASSAGE 
BED

Tripti Massage Bed can be used for massage 
and it is also widely used in beauty salons 
as facial treatment bed or beauty couch 
that has lot of open space underneath to 
store day to day cosmetics, towels and 
other beauty equipments. 

The stored articles can be covered by a drape 
cover. The main frame structure of this bed is 
crafted from solid beech wood. Compact in size yet 
comfortable and elegant looking massage table for 
professional use in salons and spas. 

The top cushion is 40 Density / 75 mm foam 
upholstered with soft PVC leatherette that is 
comfortable and easy to clean. 

The backrest can be inclined during facial 
treatments and the reclining mechanism is made 
from stainless steel and nylon. Both nylon and 
stainless steel are corrosion resistant material. 

This massage table is supplied with external face 
cradle that can be adjusted at different positions 
as per client’s comfort. Tripti massage table comes 
with detachable armrests.

L 182 x W 76 x H 66 cm



DHRUV 
MASSAGE BED

Dhruv Massage Bed is aesthetically 
designed and functional to use 
massage table for salons & spas. The 
Backrest can be inclined for facials and 
can also be converted to flat top for 
massages. 

Disposable sheet roll holder at the bottom 
adds to hygiene and the functionality of this 
table. Precision CNC cutting and Tenon & 

Mortise joinery makes the table strong for 
massage. It has easy to access, plenty of open 
storage underneath the table to store spa 
towels and accessories.

L 182 x W 76 x H 61 cmVisit: www.spafurniture.in



Thai Massege
Bed
Image Courtesy: THAIco Spa Romania 



THAI MASSAGE BED Thai Massage Bed is low height massage bed 
specially designed for Thai style of deep tissue 
massage & body stretching exercises. Crafted 
from solid beech or teak wood, it is reinforced 
at the bottom with wooden grid structure to 
withstand heavy weight of two people and 
make it load bearing heavy duty massage bed.

We use special harder compression mattress best suited 
for Thai Massage. The mattress is flushed inside the 
wooden structure so that it does skid during massage. 

Elegant straight-line design with 6” border on all the 
four sides of the massage bed. We use engineered birch 
plywood underneath the mattress for its strength and 
waterproof properties. The mattress is easy to remove 
and can be folded from the center for easily carrying it 
and using it for Yoga Asana or floor massages.

We use Italian PU or Aqua Base Coatings and offer a lot 
of wood stain options to choose from. The leatherette is 
fire retardant grade with standard black or brown color 
for this bed. 

L 218 x W 213 x H 20 cmVisit: www.spafurniture.in



Thai Massege 
Bed
Image Courtesy: Naboo Spa, Hotel
Grand Vanvetelli, Caserta, ITALY



KADAMBARI SPA
MASSAGE BED

Kadambari Spa Massage Bed is unique 
in design and can be used for different 
spa massage therapies. 

It has solid wood construction with adjustable 
backrest and legrest. You can use it as 
lounger, regular massage therapy bed or for 
foot reflexology treatments. 

There is a face hole cutting with face hole 
plug, rounded corner design, 40 density high 
grade foam cushion upholstered with good 
quality leatherette.

L 205 x W 81 x H 76 cmVisit: www.spafurniture.in



portable
massage tables



SPARSH PRE NATAL
MASSAGE TABLE

Sparsh Pre Natal Massage Table is 
designed for pre natal massages given 
to expectant mothers.

It is comfortably wide (30” wide ), multi layer 
foam cushioning that is a combination of 
65mm visco elastic memory foam and 35 mm 
of normal 40 density foam, very high quality 
soft micro fiber PU leatherette is used in 
this table, memory foam face cradle that is 
detachable & adjustable. 

Contoured headrest to adjust to client’s face 
and special cut outs are provided in this 
table with plugs to convert it into a flat table. 
Crafted from imported German Steam Beech 
wood in its natural finish. 

Dual knobs on each leg provide added safety 
and strength to this table. We recommend 
this tables for hospitals that provide pre natal 
massages to the expectant mothers.

L 185 X W 76 X H 64 cm (Adjustable)Visit: www.spafurniture.in



AKRITI FOLDING
MASSAGE TABLE

Akriti Portable Massage Table is designed for 
easy setup, rounded corner design helps in easy 
movement around the table during massage. 
Crafted from imported German Steam Beech 
wood in its natural finish.

This table comes with a detachable adjustable face 
cradle made from 65 mm memory foam and supported 
by a contoured headrest to adjust to client’s face and 
give comfortable massage experience. Dual knobs on 

each leg provide added safety and strength to this table. 
Soft Semi PU leatherette upholstery is used for comfort 
and durability.

Solid rubberwood panels on both sides of this table 
make it suitable and strong table for deep tissue 
massage and various other massage treatments. 
Deluxe Carrying Case is supplied free with this table. We 
use 40 density foam cushion in this table.

L 182 x W 71 x H 55 cm ( Adjustable )



SOUMAYA FOLDING
MASSAGE TABLE

Soumaya Portable Massage Table is a versatile 
massage table that can be used for Reiki, 
Massage Healing Therapies. One table with 
multiple usage but strongly recommended by 
Esthetica for Reiki. 

Built in Reiki panels at both the ends allow the practitioner 
to put both knees under the table and do seated work. 
Rounded corner design helps in easy movement around 
the table during massage.

Crafted from imported German Steam Beech wood in 
its natural finish. This table comes with a detachable 
adjustable face cradle made from 65 mm memory foam 
and supported by a contoured headrest to adjust to 
client’s face and give comfortable massage experience. 

Dual knobs on each leg provide added safety and strength 
to this table. Soft Semi PU leatherette upholstery is used 
for comfort and durability. Free accessories provided 
with this table include cushioned armrests and deluxe 
carrying case.

L 182 x W 76 x H 55 cm ( Adjustable )Visit: www.spafurniture.in



DELUXe AKRITI FOLDING 
MASSAGE TABLE

Deluxe Akriti Massage Table is designed 
for luxurious massage experience. It is 30” 
wide, wider than normal Akriti Massage 
Table, multi layer foam cushioning that is 
combination of 65 mm visco elastic memory 
foam and 10 mm of soft 40 density top 
layer, high quality soft semi PU leatherette, 
memory foam face cradle that is detachable 
adjustable.

Contoured headrest to adjust to client’s face and give 
comfortable massage experience. Standard rounded 

corner design helps in easy movement around 
the table during massage. Crafted from imported 
German Steam Beech wood in its natural finish. 

Dual knobs on each leg provide added safety and 
strength to this table. Soft Semi PU leatherette 
upholstery is used for comfort and durability. Solid 
rubberwood panels on both sides of this table make 
it suitable and strong table for deep tissue massage 
and various other massage treatments. Deluxe 
Carrying Case is supplied free with this table.

L 182 x W 76 x H 55 cm (Adjustable )



Aluminium PORTABLE
MASSAGE TABLE

Aluminium Portable Massage Table has 
anodized aluminium frame structure 
to make it lightweight easy to carry 
and specially recommended for mobile 
practitioners or mobile spas. 

To make it lightweight and a table always on the 
go, we have used 50 mm/40 density foam cushion 
on this table. Professional rounded corner design 
for easy movement around the table, detachable & 
adjustable face cradle made from 65 mm memory 
foam and supported by a contoured headrest 

to adjust to client’s face and give comfortable 
massage experience are standard features of all 
our massage tables. 

Spring loaded height adjustment mechanism is 
quick & easy to operate and lets you adjust your 
table height in seconds. Aluminium supports at 
both ends of the table provide stability and add to 
aesthetics of this massage table. Carrying case is 
supplied free with this table.

L 182 x W 71 x H 55 cm ( adjustable )Visit: www.spafurniture.in



ASMIT TILT
MASSAGE TABLE

Asmit Tilt Massage Table is a versatile massage 
table that gives you the flexibility to adjust the 
backrest of your table, comes with a face hole 
cutting and face hole plug. 

Rounded corner design helps in easy movement 
around the table during massage. Crafted from 
imported German Steam Beech wood in its natural 
finish. This table comes with a detachable adjustable 
face cradle made from 65 mm memory foam and 
supported by a contoured headrest to adjust to client’s 
face and give comfortable massage experience. 

Dual knobs on each leg provide added safety and 
strength to this table. Solid rubberwood panels on 
both sides of this table make it suitable for deep tissue 
massage and physiotherapy exercises. Best suited for 
bodyworks, chiropractic treatments and
physiotherapy. 

If you are looking for a massage table that gives high 
level of comfort to your clients, is good on stability 
then Asmit is the right massage table. Soft Semi 
PU leatherette upholstery is used for comfort and 
durability. We use 40 density foam cushion in this table.

L 182 x W 71 x H 55 cm ( adjustable )



NECK & BACK
MASSAGE CHAIR

Neck & Back Massage Chair Crafted 
from imported German Steam Beech 
wood in its natural finish. This table 
comes with a detachable & adjustable 
face cradle made from 65 mm memory 
foam and supported by a contoured 
headrest to adjust to client’s face and 
give comfortable massage experience.

The seat can be adjusted on various positions 
to make it comfortable for people of various 

heights. Soft Semi PU leatherette upholstery is 
used for comfort and durability. 

We use viscoelastic memory foam in the chest 
pad and 40 density foam cushion in the seat and 
legrest areas.

L 96 x W 61 x H 123 cmVisit: www.spafurniture.in



NECK & BACK
MASSAGE CHAIR

VITRECTOMY RECOVERY 
SUPPORT

L 182 x W 71 x H 55 cm ( adjustable )

L 47 X W 36 X H 48 cm



Foot Reflexology
Chairs & Sofa
Image Courtesy: Hotel Hilltone, MOUNT ABU



ANANDI FOOT
REFLEXOLOGY CHAIR

Anandi Foot Reflexology Chair is ergonomically 
designed chair for foot reflexology treatments 
or can be used as relaxation lounge chair.

Solid wood construction, we use tenon & mortise 
joinery to provide strength and stability to this chair. 
The full set comprises of a chair and two ottomans. 
The side armrests have been designed wider in size to 
perform manicure treatment side by side. The seating 
position of this chair is laid back and supported with a 

multilayer foam cushion of mixed densities to provide 
maximum comfort to your client during foot massage 
treatment.

The smaller ottoman is for therapist to sit on and the 
bigger one is for the client to put his feet on. We use 
Italian PU or Aqua Base Coatings and offer a lot of 
wood stain options to choose from. The leatherette is 
fire retardant grade with standard black or brown color 
for this bed. 

Anandi Chair L 132 x W 73 x H 99 cm
Stool 1 L 60 x W 50 x H 50 cm
Stool 2 L 60 x W 50 x H 38 cm



ANANDI FOOT
REFLEXOLOGY CHAIR
Image Courtesy: Ramada Udipur Resort 
& Spa, Udaipur 



NAKUL FOOT
REFLEXOLOGY SOFA

Nakul Foot Reflexology Sofa offers extremely 
comfortable seating experience to your guests. 
Lot of efforts have been done to create a soft 
and plush seating. 

We have used siliconized fibre padding in the armrests, 
backrest and headrest of this sofa and apart from being 
used for foot reflexology it can be used for head massage 

treatments as well. This foot reflexology sofa comes in 
two variants – motorised backrest for electrically incline 
and recline of the backrest and fixed backrest design. 

The backrest can be reclined at various positions as per 
guest’s comfort. It is supplied with two ottoman, one for 
the guest’s feet and the smaller ottoman for the therapist. 
Leatherette colour can be customised as per your interior 
requirements.

Anandi Chair L 132 x W 73 x H 99 cm
Stool 1 L 60 x W 50 x H 50 cm
Stool 2 L 60 x W 50 x H 38 cm



KUMUD FOOT
REFLEXOLOGY SOFA

Kumud Foot Reflexology Sofa has simple 
straight-line design and yet looks very neat & 
elegant in any day spa. The element of wood on 
the armrests and at the bottom gives it unique 
style & character.

It has contoured backrest for lumbar support and apart 
from being used for foot reflexology treatments, it can 
also be used for head massage. This foot reflexology 

sofa comes in two variants – motorised backrest for 
electrically incline and recline of the backrest and 
manually controlled backrest.

The backrest can be reclined at various positions as per 
guest’s comfort. It is supplied with two ottoman, one 
for the guest’s feet and the smaller ottoman for the 
therapist. Leatherette colour can be customised as per 
your interior requirements. 

Sofa L 73 x W 73 x H 93 cm
Ott oman L 50 x W 60 x H 53 cm
Ott oman L 50 x W 60 x H 43 cmVisit: www.spafurniture.in



ELECTRIC
RELAXATION CHAIR

Electric Relaxation Chair is designed 
to position your body to make you feel 
weightless, stressfree, and energized. This 
works by elevating your feet to be at the 
same level as your heart. 

When you achieve this position, you minimize the toll 
that gravity takes on your body every day. Electric 
relaxation chairs help you off set these effects and 
actually feel what it’ like to be stress-free. 

In addition, all positions are securely held with a 
remote control as you can electrically control all the 
movement. This way, you can feel fully supported 
when you find your favourite position.

L 182 x W 71 x H 55 cm ( adjustable )



Spa Loungers
Image Courtesy: THAIco Spa Romania 



MANDAKANI SPA
LOUNGER

Mandakini Spa Lounger is for indoor 
use. Ergonomically designed to give 
very comfortable lying posture to your 
guests so that they can relax for hours 
without any discomfort. 

Crafted from solid teakwood, we highly 
recommend this product in the relaxation 
areas.

L 200 x W 78 x H 99 cm



Visit: www.spafurniture.in



SOMIL electric SPA
RELAXATION LOUNGER

Somil Electric Spa Relaxation Lounger is our 
ergonomically designed electrically adjustable 
spa relaxation lounger. Easy to operate, it 
comes with foldable side shelf can be used to 
keep drinks or client can put his valuables like 
phone or wallet.

Solid wood frame structure with matching natural 
wood veneer. The wooden structure is further re-
enforced from inside with a metal frame structure for 
additional strength and stability. The backrest and leg 

rest have synchronous movement with the help of a 
single motor in the standard product, however, we can 
use 2 motors for separate leg rest and backrest incline 
function.

We use multilayer foam cushioning for desired comfort 
and soft to touch fire retardant grade leatherette. We 
use Italian PU or Aqua Base Coatings and offer a lot 
of wood stain options to choose from. We can offer 
you a matching side table for this lounger at additional 
costs. 

L 195 X W 79 X H 56 cm



Visit: www.spafurniture.in



RATI SPA 
LOUNGER

Rati Spa Lounger is crafted from boiling 
waterproof birch plywood imported 
from Russia. 

4 piece adjustable top with 75mm moulded 
PU Foam and premium soft leatherette 
upholstery. Manual adjustment of torso, knee 
and upper body sections. 

Open and enclosed storage space underneath 
and the drawer fittings are from Hettich 
Germany Variety of leatherett e colour & wood 
colour options available on request.

L 195 x W 86 x H 55 cm



OUTDOOR
LOUNGER

This Lounger has specially been designed 
for outdoor use. Beautiful and functional 
at once, to give you extreme comfort 
along with superior finish. 

We use exterior grade special waterproof 
coatings and waterproof fabric to give you 

maximum durability and a sense of luxury and 
elegance.

L 208 x W 96 x H 42 CmVisit: www.spafurniture.in





POOLSIDE
LOUNGER



POOLSIDE
LOUNGER

Poolside Lounger is made from kiln dried 
teak wood and coated with exterior 
grade special coating so that it protects 
the wood from constant exposure to 

sun, rain and other weather conditions. 
Solid wood construction, simple yet 
elegant design for outdoor use near 
swimming pool area.

L 200 x W 78 x H 40 cm



Pedicure & Manicure 
Furniture



DAMINI NAIL ART &
MANICURE TABLE

Damini Nail Art & Manicure Table is truly 
a professional nail art station for salons, 
nail spas and nail art studios. 

Simple & elegant straightline design, finished 
in white matt coating that is thinner / acetone 
resistant so that you can keep it stain free and 
clean during nail art . 

It comes with two glass shelves to showcase 
and store nail paints and gels, movable drawer 
cabinet for extra storage capacity and electrical 
connect a UV / LED nail lamp or connect any 
electrical device.

L 119 X W 54 X H 78 cm



AKASA MANICURE
CUM NAIL TABLE

Akasa is our latest design for Manicure/
Nail Table category. Compact in size, 
functional in design and elegant in looks 
are the main features of this Nail Table. 

It comes fitted with cushioned armrest for the 
client and display shelves to showcase nail paints 

during treatment. There are three drawers and 
one openable storage space in this nail table.

L 119 X W 54 X H 78 cmVisit: www.spafurniture.in



NALINI NAIL
TABLE

Nalini Nail Table is compact size 
professional nail art table for manicure 
and nail art treatments. Ergonomically 
designed for both client and the 
therapist.

It is coated with special white paint that is  
acetone/thinner resistant and helps you keep 

your table clean and stain free during and after 
the nail art procedure. 

It comes with a glass top to display nail paints 
in the sliding drawer cabinet, and electrical 
points to connect a UV /LED nail lamp and other 
electrical devices.

L 106 x W 50 x H 76 cm



PREETI NAIL /
MANICURE TABLE

Preeti Nail/Manicure Table is compact 
size professional nail art table for 
manicure and nail art treatments. 

It is coated with special white paint that is 
acetone/thinner resistant and helps you keep 

your table clean and stain free during and after 
the nail art procedure. Storage cabinet for 
storing cosmetics and accessories.

L 104 x W 47 X H 76 cmVisit: www.spafurniture.in



anagh pedicure
spa chair

Anagh is luxury design professional Pedicure Spa 
Chair from Esthetica. Crafted with natural wood frame 
structure and natural wood veneer for aesthetically 
appealing design. We have used pipe less hydro-
massage function in the basin to support general spa 
hygiene.

The wooden chair is well supported & connected with an internal 
metal frame structure that is fitted with 2 separate motors for 
electric backrest recline and electric forward and backward 
movement of the chair to adjust as per guest’s feet position on 
the foot rest. Moveable armrest on the one side makes it easy 
for the guest to get on and off the pedicure spa chair. There 

is an adjustable polyurethane footrest fitted with stainless steel 
mechanism to remain water and corrosion resistant.

The pedicure tub is fitted with seven color changing LED light for 
offer color therapy during pedicure treatment. Easy to fold and 
unfold wooden armrests help manicure treatments go side by 
side with pedicure. Quartz marble top and thermoformed acrylic 
basin for durability and optimum level of finish of the product. 
It comes complete with all sanitary fittings – Hot & Cold Mixer, 
Handheld Shower, Air On/Off Switch, Air Pressure Regulator. We 
have used fire retardant grade leatherette and exterior grade 
water base coatings to protect it from water and wet conditions. 



Visit: www.spafurniture.in



Pedicure Spa
ESSR 0368

Pedicure Spa ESSR 0368 is fully electrically 
controlled professional pedicure spa. The 
body of this pedicure spa is made from high 
grade acrylic sheet and there are 6 powerful 
water massage jets fitted in its tub . 

The intensity of water massage can be regulated 
through the air regulator knob fitted on the tub. 
Provision to connect hot & cold water supply and then 
mix the hold & cold water into the tub through a mixing 
valve fitted in front of the pedicure spa. Handheld 

pull out shower, adjustable footrest, air controlled 
ON/OFF switch are one of the many features of this 
powerful, durable and good quality pedicure spa. 
ESSR0368 comes fitted with massage chair for tapping, 
kneading and rolling massage functions. Armrests are 
adjustable, the backrest can be inclined or reclined 
through handheld remote, the seat position can be 
moved forward or backward as per client’s comfort.

L 170 x W 76 x H 147 cm



L 148 cm x W 82 cm x H 101 cm

MANI PEDI 
CHAIR

Mani Pedi Chair does not require any plumbing 
connection. It comes fitted with a retractable trolley 
which can be pulled out for pedicure treatment 
and pushed back underneath the chair after the 
pedicure treatment is completed.

This retractable trolley comes fitted with silent castor wheels 
at the bottom and stainless-steel handle for easy mobility 
in your spa & salon. There is an adjustable polyurethane 
footrest fitted with stainless steel mechanism to make it water 

and corrosion resistant. Quartz marble top and pure copper/
brass basin gives premium look and adds to its durability. 
Cushioned arm support and easy to fold and unfold wooden 
armrests on both sides of the chair help in doing manicure 
treatments side by side the foot wash treatment.

The backrest can be manually reclined for laid back and 
relaxing position of the client. We use Italian PU or Aqua Base 
Coatings and offer a lot of wood stain options to choose from. 
The leatherette is fire retardant grade with lot of color options 
to choose from. 

Visit: www.spafurniture.in



spa stools



THERAPIST STOOL WITH BACKREST

DOLPHIN STOOL

ROUND THERAPIST STOOL

Pedicurist Stool 

L 35 X W 35 X H 45 cm

L 56 x W 42 x H 50 cm (Height Adjustable)

L 38 X W 38 X H 45 cm

L 51 X W 47 X 40-50 cmVisit: www.spafurniture.in



ADJUSTABLE THERAPIST STOOL FOLDING THERAPIST STOOL

Pedicure Stool in fibre WOODEN PEDICURIST STOOL

L 53 x W 43 x H 66 cm

L 43 x W 38 x H 48 cm

L 53 x W 43 x H 66 cm

L 68 x W 30 x H 50 cm



peedicure wooden stool

Therapist Stool with Wooden Back

WOODEN STOOL FOR SPA

L 39 X W 39 X H 41 cm

L 36 X W 36 X H 44 cm

Visit: www.spafurniture.in



L 45 X W 30 X H 45 cm

L 48 X W 25 X H 30 cm

L 45 X W 30 X H 45 cm

L 53 X W 30 X H 25 cm

MANIK WOODEN SPA STOOLDHANVIN WOODEN STOOL

DHANDAK WOODEN STEP DHANU WOODEN STEP



Spa Trolleys



DHANUR WOODEN
SPA TROLLEY

TARANG WOODEN
SPA TROLLEY

Dhanur Spa Trolley has unique arc design. 
Extremely strong spa trolley to transport spa 
essentials from one place to another. It comes 
fitted with special 3” large wheels that are load

bearing and give noiseless movement. There 
is three level of storage in this trolley and is 
handcrafted from solid wood.

Tarang Wooden Spa Trolley is the most 
common & popular spa trolley. Due to its 
compact size and three levels of storage makes 
it best choice for any spa that has limited space 

for their spa area. It is made with hardwood and 
decorative veneer. Strong in design, it comes 
fitted with castor wheels for easy mobility.

L 68 x W 46 x H 94 cm

L 60 x W 40 x H 81 cm



NAINO WOODEN
SPA TROLLEY

NEEL WOODEN
SPA TROLLEY

Naino Wooden Spa Trolley has been 
handcrafted from solid wood. The arc shape 
design looks elegant and it comes with three 
shelves for storing your spa essentials. The 
top section has a wooden box designed to 
hold essential oil bottles. This trolley is fitted 

with easy moving noiseless castor wheels. The 
three shelves are placed on top of each other 
in such a way that storing of articles becomes 
extremely convenient and the stored goods 
are easily visible too.

Neel Wooden Spa Trolley is handcrafted from 
solid wood and the tray section is made from 
solid wood and veneer. Like Tarang Wooden 
Spa trolley it is compact in size but the side

arc supports and a handle in between the side 
frame makes it easy to manoeuvre in the spa. 
The castor wheels are noiseless and there is 
three levels of storage in this trolley.

L 71 x W 40 x H 81 cm

L 61 x W 40 x H 91 cm

Visit: www.spafurniture.in



DAISY WOODEN
SPA TROLLEY

KEERTI FOLDABLE
WOODEN SPA TROLLEY

Daisy Wooden Spa Trolley is widely used in 
salons and medi spas. Daisy Spa Trolley is multi 
purpose & modern spa trolley . This trolley has 
provision to store goods on the top shelf, one 

pull out tray and two storage drawers. There is 
in between open space to store your towels or 
towel sterilization cabinet. Daisy is widely used 
in salons and medi spas.

Keerti is a foldable spa trolley like Daksh. 
It has a more contemporary design that is 
widely used in the hotels. Easy to assemble 
and dismantle it is quiet handy in the spas 

where there is shortage of space. The top tray 
is removable and the bottom legs are foldable. 
Despite being foldable design, it is strong and 
elegant spa trolley handcrafted from solid wood.

L 51 x W 43 x H 93 cm

L 63 x W 51 x H 84 cm



HIMADRI WOODEN
SPA TROLLEY

DAKSH FOLDABLE
WOODEN SPA TROLLEY

Himadri Wooden Spa Trolley - 3 Tier curved 
shape trolley for spa. Fitted with light 

weight caster wheels for easy movement in 
the spa area.

Daksh Foldable Wooden Spa Trolley is foldable 
wooden spa trolley. The top tray of the trolley 
is detachable and the bottom part can be 
folded and kept aside after use. This trolley can 

be stored anywhere in the spa to save space 
and during use you can easily unfold and make 
it ready for use. The rounded edge design adds 
value to its beauty.

L 81 x W 46 x H 86 cm

L 48 x W 63 x H 91 cmVisit: www.spafurniture.in



MRIDULA WOODEN
SPA TROLLEY

MUKUL WOODEN
SPA TROLLEY

Mridula Wooden Spa Trolley has been 
manufactured with multiple storage options 
for a day spa. The top tray has been designed 
to store spa oils, creams and lotions. The open 

space beneath the top tray can hold face towels 
and then a decent size sliding drawer to store 
other spa essentials. The space at the bottom 
can be used to place an aroma oil burner.

Mukul Wooden Spa Trolley is the most 
simplest form of a three tier trolley in 
a day spa. Made from solid wood frame 
structure, you can place lot of spa cosmetics 
and accessories on it. It comes fitted with 

good quality castor wheels to transport spa 
essentials from one place to another without 
much noise. The bottom section has increased 
height to store big items like oil bottles and big 
containers .

L 54 x W 43 x H 89 cm

L 60 x W 40 x H 88 cm



MILLI WOODEN
SPA TROLLEY

NANDITA WOODEN
SPA TROLLEY

Milli Wooden Spa Trolley is simple yet elegant in 
design. The top section of the trolley is covered 
from all three sides to prevent falling of articles 
placed on the top. There is a storage drawer that 
can be supplied with a lock fitting. The bottom 
section is kept bigger in height to storage extra 

size spa essentials or towels. Milli is fitted with 
good quality castor wheels for easy and noiseless 
movement inside the spa. The frame structure of 
Milli is made from solid hardwood.

Nandita Wooden Spa Trolley is the most 
common & popular spa trolley. Due to its 
compact size and four levels of storage makes 
it best choice for any spa that has limited 

space for their spa area. It is made with 
hardwood and decorative veneer. Strong in 
design, it comes fitted with castor wheels for 
easy mobility.

L 36 x W 50 x H 91 cm

L 48 x W 36 x H 96 cmVisit: www.spafurniture.in



KANKA SPA 
TROLLEY

PEDICURE 
TROLLEY

Kanka Spa Trolley has been designed for 
modern day spa and medi spa. There has 
been fusion of solid wood & glass to create a 
spa trolley that can be used for spa cosmetics 
or to place aesthetic equipment’s on it. There 

are three shelves made from 12mm toughened 
glass and the wooden frame is joined together 
with chrome plated metal rods. Kanka is 
functional and good-looking spa trolley.

Pedicure Trolley is a wonderful option for any 
salon/spa. It is small and compact and will not 
take up a lot of space. It is comes complete with 

two shelves for ample storage and sits on four 
easy roll-about castors for mobility.

L 36 x W 50 x H 91 cm

L 51 x W 43 x H 52 cm



BILWA STONE
HEATER TROLLEY

KUMKUM WOODEN
SPA TROLLEY

Bilwa Stone Heater Trolley is designed to 
accommodate a massage stone heater and 
towel sterilization cabinet. The top section 
of the trolley is divided into two parts and is 
fitted with four sliding mechanism so that top 

section can be slide opened while accessing 
the stone heater that is placed on the top. The 
bottom section is designed to access the towel 
sterilization cabinet placed under.

Kumkum Wooden Spa Trolley has been 
manufactured with multiple storage options 
for a day spa. The top tray has been designed 
to store spa oils, creams and lotions. The open 
space beneath the top tray can hold face 

towels and then a decent size sliding drawer 
to store other spa essentials. The space at 
the bottom can be used to place an aroma oil 
burner. Manufactured with solid hardwood 
frame structure and decorative wood veneer.

L 76 x W 40 x H 86 cm

L 61 x W 40 x H 81 cmVisit: www.spafurniture.in



SURBHI WOODEN
SPA TROLLEY

Barber 
TROLLEY

Surbhi Wooden Spa Trolley is the only four 
shelves spa trolley that we manufacture. You 
can store lot of cosmetics and spa essentials on 
this trolley The frame structure is made from 
solid wood and hence it has lot of load bearing 

capacity. The bottom section of the trolley has 
been kept bigger to store big articles and the 
top section has bigger depth to store essential 
oils and cosmetics.

Esthetica’s Professional Barber Trolley is used 
for beard care treatments. Solid wood & steel 
construction makes this trolley aesthetically 
appealing, modern design and functional in use 
for every barber shop & hair salon. There is three 
tier storage drawers with stainless steel cladding, 
a large worktop cladded with stainless steel tray, 

shaving brush and other tools holder. There is 
one sliding lateral shelf for stacking towels on 
this trolley. Stainless Steel towel holder which 
can also be used as handle for easy mobility and 
easy-rolling of wheels.

L 54 x W 43 x H 89 cm

L 60 x W 40 x H 88 cm



Spa Equipment & 
Accessories



L 43 x W 30 x H 12 cm

L 51 X W 14 X H 14 cm L 41 X W 30 X H 3 cm

L 22 X W 11 X H 4 cm

BALI WOODEN BASKET

OIL TESTER TRAY WITH 4 BOWLS

OIL TESTER TRAY WITH 3 BOWLS

TEA SERVING TRAY



Visit: www.spafurniture.in

WELCOME TRAY IN WENGE WOOD

DESIGNER SERVICE TRAY

TREATMENT TRAY 3 BOWLS (Mortar & pestle)

SERVICE TRAY

L 41 X W 31 X H 8 cm

L 47 x W 27 X H 7 cm

L 41 X W 31 X H 8 cm

L 53 x W 33 X H 7 cm



SPA TRAY 3 BOWLS (WENGE WOOD)PREMIUM OIL TESTER TRAY IN WENGE WOOD

TRAY FOR OIL BOTTLES

L 49 X W 14 X H 14 cmL 31 x W 11 x H 4 cm

L 32 x W 11 X H 5 cm

SPA RITUAL CHAIR

L 53 X W 53 X H 92 cm



service
tray



Brass urli 
with handle



Depth – 21 & Dia 58 cm Depth 8 & Dia 30 cm

Depth 10 & Dia 43 cmDepth 17 & Dia 48 cm

DECORATIVE BRASS URLI

FOOT WASH SINK BRASS

BRASS VESSEL FOR OIL

FOOT WASHING BRASS URLI

Visit: www.spafurniture.in



Depth 15 & Dia 43 cm

Depth 18 & Dia 39 cm 

 Depth 15 & Dia 43 cm

Depth 15 & Dia 43 cm 

Decorative Foot Wash Bowl Black

New Design Foot Wash Bowl Decorative Foot Wash Bowl Steel

Decorative Foot Brass Bowl White



L 61 x W 38 x H 28 cm

L 45 x W 28 X H 35 cm

L 38 X W 28 X H 23 cm

MASSAGE STONE HEATER 18QRT MASSAGE STONE HEATER 6QRT

L 45 x W 27 x H 55 cm

TOWEL COOLER & WARMERTOWEL WARMER

Visit: www.spafurniture.in



L 45 X W 36 X H 32 cm
L 40 x W 22 x H 27 cm

L 45 x W 27 x H 55 cm L 45 x W 27 x H 55 cm

TAIJI HC 11UV PRO HOT TOWEL CABINET INSTRUMENT STERILIZER

HC 8 TOWEL WARMER CC8 COLD Cabinet



Visit: www.spafurniture.in

WAX HEATER SINGLE BOWL

Facial Steamer with Magnifying glass

oil waRmer new model

HOOD STEAMER DIGITAL



CANDLE HOLDER (HANGING)

SINGING BOWL  AROMA ELECTRIC DIFFUSER

BAMBOO CANDLE STAND

CANDLE HOLDER (HANGING) CANDLE HOLDER MANICURE BRASS BOWL

Dia 31 & H 32 cm

Depth 11 & Dia 25 cm

Dia 25 & H 25 cm Dia – 16 & H 26 cm

Dia 8 & H 24 cm

L 41 & 71 cm



Salon 
Furniture



VICTOR BARBER
CHAIR

L 54 x W 43 x H 89 cm



LUCAS BARBER
CHAIR

L 54 x W 43 x H 89 cmVisit: www.spafurniture.in



phoenix styling
chair

cora styling
chair

L 54 x W 43 x H 89 cm

L 54 x W 43 x H 89 cm



EMILY STYLING
CHAIR

FIONA STYLING
CHAIR

L 61 X W 61 X H 81-94

L 54 x W 43 x H 89 cmVisit: www.spafurniture.in



belezza STYLING
CHAIR

flora STYLING
CHAIR

L 54 x W 43 x H 89 cm

L 54 x W 43 x H 89 cm



rex STYLING
CHAIR

L 61 X W 63 X H 76-89

Visit: www.spafurniture.in





CARMEL ELECTRIC 
HAIR WASH STATION

Carmel Hair Wash Station is premium flagship hair 
wash station from Esthetica for spas & salons.

Ergonomically designed motorized seat adjustment that 
converts the hair wash station seat into a flatbed position 
which considerably reduces the pressure on guest’s neck 
while getting the hair wash done. Since it is a flatbed position, 
the problem of water trickling done the guest’s neck during 
hair wash is reduced. The complete body of this hair wash 

station is crafted in stainless steel and comes with complete 
sanitary fittings – handheld shower, mixing valve and drain 
fittings.

The ceramic basin is adjustable and can be tilted to certain 
angles for client’s comfort. The basin color can be white 
or black. The electric switch is conveniently located at the 
rear for ease of operation and the single press activated 
mechanism. Various leatherette color options are available 
for this product. 

L 54 x W 43 x H 89 cmVisit: www.spafurniture.in





ARIA ELECTRIC HAIR 
WASH STATION

Aria Hair Wash Station is ergonomically designed 
and comes with motorized leg rest adjustment 
and offers comfortable seating posture along 
with lumbar support.

The complete body of this hair wash station is crafted from 
durable alucobond material and comes with complete 
sanitary fittings – handheld shower, mixing valve and drain 

fittings. The ceramic basin is adjustable and can be tilted to 
certain angles for client’s comfort.

The basin color can be white or black. The electric switch 
is conveniently located for ease of operation and the leg 
rest position can be adjusted at various positions. Various 
leatherette color options are available for this product. 

L 54 x W 43 x H 89 cmVisit: www.spafurniture.in





LUNA ELECTRIC HAIR 
WASH STATION

Luna Hair Wash Station is ergonomically 
designed compact hair wash station with 
motorized leg rest adjustment and offers 
comfortable seating position.

It comes with complete sanitary fittings – handheld 
shower, mixing valve and drain fittings. The ceramic 

basin is adjustable and can be tilted to certain angles for 
client’s comfort. The basin color can be white or black.

The electric switch is conveniently located for ease of 
operation and the leg rest position can be adjusted at 
various positions. Various leatherette color options are 
available for this product. 

L 54 x W 43 x H 89 cmVisit: www.spafurniture.in





COMFORT ELECTRIC 
HAIR WASH STATION

Comfort Hair Wash Station is ergonomically 
designed for aesthetically appealing looks, 
comfortable seating position with proper lumbar 
support. 

This hair wash station can be ordered in two versions 
- motorized leg rest adjustment or without leg rest 
adjustment. It comes with complete sanitary fittings – 
handheld shower, mixing valve and drain fittings. The 

ceramic basin is adjustable and can be tilted to certain 
angles for client’s comfort. The basin color can be white or 
black.

The electric switch in the motorized version is conveniently 
located for ease of operation and the leg rest position can 
be adjusted at various positions. Various leatherette color 
options are available for this product. 

L 121/165 X W 75 X H 94Visit: www.spafurniture.in



Esthetica Spa & Salon Resources Pvt. Ltd. | Plot No. 249, Sector 6, IMT Manesar, Gurgaon, Haryana (India)

+91 9873144051 | info@spafurniture.in


